ORGANIZATION AND REGISTRATION DAY
National University of Pharmacy,
4, Valentynivska str.

SEPTEMBER, 13

DEAR DELEGATES AND GUESTS OF THE CONGRESS! THE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE HIGHLY RECOMMENDS YOU TO REGISTER ON SEPTEMBER, 13, FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.

07:00–24:00 Meeting guests, their accommodation in hotels
07:00–22:00 Registration of the Congress delegates and guests, sponsors, partners of the VIII National Congress of Pharmacists of Ukraine
10:00–16:00 Sightseeing program:
• Kharkiv sightseeing tour
• “Scientific Kharkiv”
• “NUPh – a Pearl of Pharmacy”
• “Gorky Park – the best cultural and entertainment complex in Ukraine”
10:00–17:00 Meeting heads of the delegations, foreign guests, VIPs with the Rector, members
*10:00–22:00 Arrangement of the Exhibition “Pharmacy of Ukraine: rhythm of reality” (Kharkiv National Academic Opera and Ballet Theatre rd. a. N.Lysenko, 25, Sumskaya str., Universytet metro station)

SEPTEMBER, 14

PLENARY AND GREETING DAY
Kharkiv National Academic Opera and Ballet Theatre rd. a. N.Lysenko, 25, Sumskaya str., Universytet metro station

07:00–22:00 Registration of the Congress delegates and participants, sponsors and partners
09:30–09:45 Press-conference
10:00–11:00 THE VII NATIONAL CONGRESS OF PHARMACISTS OF UKRAINE OPENING CEREMONY
11:00–13:00 PLENARY SESSION
13:00–13:15 EXHIBITION “PHARMACY OF UKRAINE: RHYTHM OF REALITY” OPENING CEREMONY
13:15–14:00 COFFEE-BREAK. Video clip “Anthology of the Congresses of Pharmacy of Ukraine”
14:00–17:00 PLENARY SESSION RESUMPTION (Kharkiv National Academic Opera and Ballet Theatre rd. a. N.Lysenko)
*14:00–17:30 Round-table discussion for the Ukrainian pharmaceutical enterprises managers «Pharmaceutical industry in Ukraine: pulse of modernity» (Premier Palace Hotel Kharkiv, Nezalezhnosti av., Universytet metro station)
17:30–18:30 GALA RECEPTION
18:30–20:30 Festive concert dedicated to the Day of Pharmaceutical Worker

*Attention! The event is held outside the main place

09:00–10:00 Masterclass lectures
09:00–12:30 SCIENTIFIC SYMPOSIA RESUMPTION. Satellite symposium for pharmacists «The pharmacist’s protocols implementation as a pharmaceutical care quality standard»
12:30–13:00 COFFEE-BREAK (at symposia locations)
13:00–14:30 THE CONGRESS CLOSING CEREMONY
Collective photo-session of delegates and guests of the Congress

SEPTEMBER, 15

SCIENTIFIC AND DISCUSSION DAY
National University of Pharmacy,
4, Valentynivska str.

9:00–10:00 Masterclass lectures
Photosession at brandwalls and monuments on the NUPh territory
10:00–12:00 SCIENTIFIC SYMPOSIA
*Satellite symposia (Premier Palace Hotel Kharkiv, 2, Nezalezhnosti av., Universytet metro station)
12:00–12:30 COFFEE-BREAK (at symposia locations)
12:30–14:00 SCIENTIFIC SYMPOSIA RESUMPTION
*Satellite symposia (Premier Palace Hotel Kharkiv, 2, Nezalezhnosti av., Universytet metro station)
14:00–15:30 LUNCH BREAK (200 people according to the schedule at the NUPh student restaurant)
Visiting the NUPh History Museum. The textbooks exhibition.
15:30–17:30 SCIENTIFIC SYMPOSIA RESUMPTION. ROUND TABLES. DISCUSSIONS. WORKSHOPS.
18:00–21:00 Pharma Party (Get Together Party)

SEPTEMBER, 16

FAREWELL AND DEPARTURE DAY
National University of Pharmacy,
4, Valentynivska str.

09:00–10:00 Masterclass lectures
09:00–12:30 SCIENTIFIC SYMPOSIA RESUMPTION. Satellite symposium for pharmacists «The pharmacist’s protocols implementation as a pharmaceutical care quality standard»
12:30–13:00 COFFEE-BREAK (at symposia locations)
13:00–14:30 THE CONGRESS CLOSING CEREMONY
Collective photo-session of delegates and guests of the Congress

WORKING GROUPS

Registration Credentials Group
Head – assoc. prof. Inna M. Vladymyrova
tel.: +38(050)-619-65-91
- registration of delegates and participants
- obtaining of certificates with marks of mission, acts performed works, VAT invoices and others.

Hotel Group
Head – prof. Tetiana M. Gontova
tel.: +38(067)-914-32-88
- booking and accommodation in the Kharkov hotel

Transport and Logistics Group
Head – assoc. prof. Igor M. Grubnyk
tel.: +38(066)-476-11-78
- transfer to the Congress venues

International Group
Head – assoc. prof. Iryna G. Gurieva
tel.: +38(050)-302-47-25
- Executive secretary of the organizing committee
prof. Ganna V. Zaychenko
tel.: +38(067)-750-57-96; +38(099)-124-32-20